
Definitions, Quotes, and Summaries

1. Introduction quotes to Science and Health 

a. Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. — John viii. 32

b. There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so. — Shakespeare

c. Oh! Thou hast heard my prayer; And I am blest! This is Thy high behest: — Thou here, and 

everywhere. — Mary Baker Eddy

2. SEEK GOD FIRST quote

Seek Ye First the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things will be added unto you.

— King Solomon 

3. INTRODUCTION quote:

For precept must be upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line, line upon line;

here a little, and there a little. — Isaiah. 

Science and Health ~ Chpt 14 Recapitulation ~ Pg 465 ~ Mary Baker Eddy

4. DEFINITION quotes

God ~ God is incorporeal, divine, supreme, infinite Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love.

Science and Health ~ Chpt 14 Recapitulation ~ Pg 465

5. DEFINITION quotes

a. GOD.  The great I AM; the all-knowing, all-seeing, all-acting, all-wise, all-loving, and eternal; 

Principle; Mind; Soul; Spirit; Life; Truth; Love; all substance; intelligence.

b. GOOD.  God; Spirit; omnipotence; omniscience; omnipresence; omni-action.

Science and Health ~ Chpt 17 Glossary ~ Pg 587 

6. STRUCTURE of SCIENCE & HEALTH

a. Chapters 1 to 13 ~ Science and Health

b. Chapter 14 ~  Recapitulation 

c. Chapter 15 to 17 ~ Science and Health with key to the Scriptures 

d. Chapter 18  ~ Fruitage 
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7. SYSTEM OF DIVINE METAPHYSICS

Divine metaphysics is now reduced to a system, to a form comprehensible by and adapted to the 

thought of the age in which we live. This system enables the learner to demonstrate the divine 

Principle, upon which Jesus’ healing was based, and the sacred rules for its present application to the

cure of disease. ~ SH 146:31 

8. SYSTEM OF DIVINE METAPHYSICS ~ TERMS + OPERATORS

a. Seven Terms for GOD 

1. Mind ~ Source of everything needed because it is mental. 

2. Spirit ~ The only substance which is flawless.

3. Soul ~ Spiritual viewpoint of all existence. 

4. Principle ~ System and structure which is always in balance. 

5. Life ~ Living the qualities of God and multiplying by reflection. 

6. Truth ~ Staying on track without deviation. 

7. Love ~ Nurturing all the qualities to bring understanding to recognize wholeness.

b. Four Operators: 

1. Word ~ the facts about God

2. Christ ~  translating what comes our way to its spiritual nature.

3. Christianity ~ using the understanding to demonstrate two items above were accurately understood

4. Science ~ proves understanding of reality as a result of the three items above is complete. 

c. MATHEMATICS ~ also have terms and operators

1. DIGITS/TERMS ~ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 

2. OPERATORS ~ Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide. 

9.  INFINITE PROGRESS IS CONCRETE BEING

Infinite progression is concrete being, which finite mortals see and comprehend only as abstract glory.

As mortal mind, or the material sense of life, is put off, the spiritual sense and Science of being is 

brought to light. ~ Misc 82:20
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10.  GOD is All-in-all  

All= all source

all=manifestation of God appearing in physical form

11. SCIENTIFIC STATEMENT OF BEING 

Question. — What is the scientific statement of being? 

Answer. — There is no life, truth, intelligence, nor substance in matter. All is infinite Mind and its 

infinite manifestation, for God is All-in-all. Spirit is immortal Truth; matter is mortal error. Spirit is the 

real and eternal; matter is the unreal and temporal. Spirit is God, and man is His image and likeness. 

Therefore man is not material; he is spiritual.

Science and Health ~ Pg 468:8

12.  CONCLUSION

Nothing can dilute, divert, deflect or interfere with in any way the truth that is in this treatment. The 

truth cannot be stopped, cannot be reversed. God is omnipotent and there is no other power. 

Therefore, the truth in this treatment is effective and brings healing. God is All-in-all. Which means 

that God is all source and God is all manifestation. Which really means that God as being all source, 

includes its own manifestation. There is nothing but God. 
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